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(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of June 28, 1958) 
l. In this paper, we consider methods of summation defined by infinite 
matrices. Section 2 contains a summary of the results, but definitions 
and notation will first be given. 
If A is an infinite matrix whose elements are complex numbers a,.,~c 
(n, k=O, l, 2, ... ), then the equatiop.s 
00 
y,. = I a,..k X~r, 
k=O 
will be written shortly y=Ax, where y= {yn}, x= {xk} are infinite sequences. 
We say that the summation method defined by A sums the sequence x 
to A if y,. ~A, where y=Ax, and A is finite. We shall denote by A both 
the matrix (an,k) and the summation method defined by it. 
We define 
00 
II A II = sup I I a,., ~tl '· 
n k=O 
r~r,(A) =lim a,.,~r,, 
!>-+00 
00 
r(A) =lim L a,..k, 
n_..oo k-o 
00 
x(A) = r(A) - I r~r,(A), 
k=O 
where rk(A) and r(A) are defined only if they exist finitely. The numbers 
rk(A) are called the column-limits of A. 
A method A will ·.be called conservative for null sequencess if y =Ax 
converges whenever x converges to zero. A is conservative for null 
sequences if, and only if (i) r~(A) exists for each k, (ii) IIAII <oo. Note 
00 
that I lrk(A)I <IIAII whenever A is conservative for null sequences. 
k=O 
A will be called conservative if y =Ax converges whenever X converges. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be conservative are (i) 
and (ii) above, together with the existence of r(A) ([4], (4.l,I)). If Ax=y, 
where A is conservative and x convergent, then by [4], (4.l,I), (15), 
00 
(l.l) limy,.= x(A) lim xk+ I r,.(A)x,.. 
~-oo k-oo ~0 
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A conservative method A is called coregular if x(A)9~0, and conull if 
x(A)=O. It is called regular if y=Ax converges to the same limit as x, 
whenever x is convergent. A is regular if, and only if it is conservative, 
with r~o(A)=O, r(A)= i ([4], (4.1,11)). Hence a regular method is coregular. 
A is said to be multiplicative, with multiplier £X, or multiplicative-~X, if 
it is conservative, with rk(A) = 0, r(A) =~X. 
A method A (not necessarily conservative) is called reversible if the 
equation y =Ax has a unique solution x whenever y is a given convergent 
seq11;ence.,A is called n,ormal if a,.,,.#O, a,.,k=O for k>n, a:nd A is called 
row-finite if an,~o=O for k>p(n). A normal method is reversible, but a 
reversible method need not be row-finite. 
00 
We say that A is of type M if the conditions zA = 0 and I jz .. j < oo 
n=O 
imply that z is identically zero. Methods of type Mare discussed in [6]. 
Observe that neither the set of methods of type M, nor the set of methods 
which are not of type M can be regarded as trivial. The Cesaro and Euler 
methods of P?Sitive order are of type M. A simple example of a method 
which is not of type M is provided by the regular Norlund method (N, p .. ) 
defined by p,. = 0 except for p0 = 1, p1 = 2. This may perhaps be considered 
trivial (since it sums no bounded divergent sequen~es), but noU:-trivial 
methods which are not of type M can be generated from it by multiplying 
on the right by any conservative method. 
A is said to be consistent with B if every sequence which is sunimed 
by both A and B is summed by both to the same value. A is not 
weaker than B if every sequence summed by B is summed by A ; also A 
and B are called equivalent when A is not weaker than B and B is not 
weaker than A. Equivalent methods net}Q. not be consistent. 




a'll;k;,;;, I rb,..,cik. .. 
•-o 
Hence the product is defined only if the series (1.2).·converges for each 
n and k, but the convergence need not be absolute. We shall frequently 
use the. fact that if B and 0 are con~ervative, theri by {18], 398, 
(1.3) x( BO) = X( B) X( 0) .. 
2. Let 1 denote the identity matrix (<5n,k). If BO=,l, where 0 is 
coregular, and where IIBII <oo, then B may or may not be conservative. 
In a recent paper ([18}, § 4, (ix)), WILANSKY and ZELLER ask whether, 
in these circumstances, there exists always a conservative matrix E such 
that EC=l.I prove that such a matrix E exists, even in the case BO=A, 
where A is any conservative matrix (Theorem 1). Hence with these 
conditions, A is not weaker than 0 for bounded sequences (Theorem 2). 
A may not sum everf'unbouridedse.qu{mce summe.d by 0, but some 
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results are found for unbounded sequences (Theorems 2, 4, and 5), 
depending on whether 0 is or is not of type M. 
Theorems 6 and 7 give the necessary and sufficient conditions for Ax 
to exist, or converge, for all x such that Ox converges, where 0 is a given 
reversible matrix. For normal 0, the corresponding results were given by 
MAZUR ([10), 602-604). I express Ax in terms of Ox, and discuss various 
cases in which the results can be simplified, e.g., when 0 is coregular, 
or of type M. 
An equivalence theorem (Theorem 8) is proved for reversible coregular 
methods of type M. 
Finally, I give some results on consistency, including a new proof of 
a well-known theorem for coregular methods, and a parallel theorem 
(which appears to be new) for multiplicative-0 methods. 
Several of the theorems are followed by references to previous results. 
Two of the inclusion theorems (Theorems 2, (i) and 8) were previously 
known only in the special form of Merceiian theorems. 
3. We begin with a theorem on matrix products. 
Theorem 1. If 0 is coregular, if IIBII<oo, and if A=BO is con-
servative, then there exists a conservative matrix E such that A =EO. 
If, in addition, 0 is of type M, then B is conservative. 
The proof depends upon the fact that if II Bll < oo, then we can select 
by the diagonal process a conservative row sub-matrix from B, or from 
any subset of the rows of B. Let B', B" be any two conservative row 
sub-matrices of B. Then x(A)=x(B'O)=x(B"O), and hence by (1.3), 
x(A)=x(B')x(O)=x(B")x(O); but x(O):FO, since 0 is coregular, and hence 
(3.1) x(B')=x(B"). 
For each fixed k, we have by (1.1), 
00 
rk(A) = x(B') rk(O) +! r,(B') cu 
i~O 
. . 00 




(3.2) ! h(B') - r,(B")}ci.k = 0. 
i=O 
IfO is of type M, then by (3.2) and (3.1), r1(B')=rj(B"), r(B')=r(B"), 
and since this holds for all possible B', B", it follows that B is conservative, 
and the second part of the theorem is proved. 
If 0 is not of type M, we first suppose that r(B) does not exist, so 
that we can find two conservative row sub-matrices B', B", with 
r(B'),pr(B"). By (3.1), 
00 
(3.3) ! r,(B')- r,(B") =A. ,p 0. 
i=O 
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Let e be any fixed number, and define 
00 
(3.4) d,.,, = b,.,, + {e- I b,.,,}{r,(B')- r,(B")}fl.. 
•-o 
Then 
00 00 00 00 
I ld,.,,l ~I lb .. ,,l +{lei+ I lb,.,,l} I {lr,(B')I + lr,(B")I}/1!.1 
1-o i=O · i-o •-o 
~liB II+ {lei+ liB II} 2IIBII/Ill, 
and so I!DII <oo. By (3.3) and (3.4), 
_and by (3.2) and (3.4)., 
so that A=DO. 
00 I (d,.,,- b,.,,) cu = 0, 
i-0 
Hence we may ass~e without loss of generality that r(B) exists, and 
(3.1) and (3.2) still hold for any two conservative row sub-matrices B', 
B"; moreover, we now obtain from (3.1), and since r(B')=r(B"), 
00 00 
(3.5} I r,(B') =I r1(B"). 
i=O i=O 
We suppose now that B is not already conservative, and choose a 
particular B'. We shall construct the required matrix E with column-
limits r,(B'). 
Select an increasing sequence of positive integers {nq} (q = 0, 1, 2, ... }, 
as follows. For each fixed q, cover the complex plane with countably 
many disjoint sets 811 (p=O, 1, 2, ... ), each of which has diameter not 
greater than 1fq, and contains a square of side lf2q. Only finitely many 
distinct 8 11 contain any of the numbers b .. ,c; choose nq>n«-l so that for 
n;;.nq and for i<.q, every 8 11.contains either no b,.,, or infinitely many. 
Denote those which contain infinitely many by 
(3.6) 
Let (811., 8 11,, ... , 8 11,) be any ordered collection of q+ 1 of the sets (3.6), 
and consider the values of n > nq such that 
If there ate only finitely many such values of n, we increase nq until 
there are none. There remain finitely many ordered collections formed 
from the sets (3.6), and each of these collections corresponds to infinitely 
many values of n, so that the sub-matrix of B defined by n > nq can be 
partitioned into finitely many row sub-matrices B(q, t) (t= 1, 2, ... , ta), 
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each sub-matrix having infinitely many rows, and in each sub-matrix 
the elements of the ith column are in a set of diameter not greater than 
1Jq, for i=O, 1, ... , q. 
Denote the (m, i)th element of B(q, t) by b(q, t; m, i), so that for 
n;;;.n11 , bn,t=b(q, t; m, i), where t and mare defined uniquely by n. From 
B(q, t), select a conservative row sub-matrix, with column-limits rl(q, t). 
Then for n 11 < n < na+l• define 
(3.7) 
Since je,.,,-r1(B')j ,;;;;2Jq for i,;;;;q and for n 11 <n<na+1• E has column-
limits r,(B'). Also 
00 co 
! len,i- bn,il "( ! {h(q, t)l + lr,(B')I} "( 211 Bll' 
~-o 1-o · 
and so IIEII ,;;:;;3IIBII <oo. By (3.5) and (3.7), 
so that r(E)=r(B). By (3.7) and (3.2), 
00 00 ! (en,i-bn,i) ci,k = ! { riB')-rlq, t)} ci,k = 0; 
i=O i-0 
thus EO= A, and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2. (i) If Cis coregular, if IIBII<oo, and if A=BC is 
conservative, then A is not weaker than C for bounded sequences. (ii) If, in 
addition, Cis of type M, and if B is row-finite, then A is not weaker than C. 
These results follow immediately fi·om Theorem I. 
The special case of Theorem 2, (i) in which A is the identity was 
proved by a different method in [ 5] ; another proof of this case, by methods 
of functional analysis, is given in [18], Theorem l. 
Theorem 2, (i), and hence also the first part of Theorem 1, fail if we 
allow C to be conull. For example, if the elements of B and C are zero 
except for b2n. 2n = 1, cn, 2n = -cn,zn-l = 1, then C and A= BC are conull, 
IIBII <oo, and C sums {( -1)"} to 2, but A does not sum {( -1)"}. 
Theorem 2, (ii) fails if Cis not of type M, even when A, B, Care all 
row-finite (see Theorem 4, (i)). 
If C is conull, and if IIBII <oo, then BC cannot be coregular. For if 
B' is any conservative row sub-matrix of B, then x(B'O) = x(B')x(O) = 0, 
so that if BC is conservative, then it is conull. 
Theorem 3. If C is conull, and if A is coregular, then C sums a 
bounded (divergent) sequence which is not summed by A. 
It is sufficient to prove this result for the case in which C is multipli-
cative-0, and A is regular, since C and A are clearly equivalent for 
bounded sequences to G, H, respectively, where 
fln,k = cn,k-rk(C), h.,,k = {a.,,k-rk(A)}fx(A). 
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The case in which A =1, the identity, was proved by AGNEW [1]. 
Let A be any regular method, and suppose, if possible, that A is not 
weaker than 0 for bounded sequences. In his proof for the case A =1, 
AGNEW constructed a bounded divergent sequence {x~c} which is summed 
by 0 to zero. Let A.; I' be two distinct limit points of {x~c }, and let {p~c }, 
{q~c} "be two increasing sequences of integers, With p1 =ft q~c for all. i and k, 
and such that xPk -+ A., Xgk -+ #· The matrix D whose elements are zero 
except for dn,p,.= 1, dn,g,.=,,---1 is multiplic~tiye-0, and sums {x~;} to 
A-f-t=ftO. . 
Define a matrix E by alternating the rows of A + 0 + D and A +D; 
then E is regular, and if ~ denotes inclusion for boundefl sequences, we 
have E ~A +0+D, E ~ A+D,and hence~'"E ~ 0 ~A. But E and A sum 
{x~:} to different ~values, and this contradicts the well-known consistency 
theorem of MAzuR and 0RLICZ (see [ll], TMoreme 6, and [12], Theorem 2. 
This consistency theorem was ~ound independently by BRUDNO [3j, 
Theorem 1; a simpler proof has been given by PETERSEN [13]). 
ZELLER ([19], .Theorem 6.2) proved that if 0 is conull and A coregular, 
then there exist sequences summed by 0, but. not by A. Thus Theorem 3 
gives the additional information that not all such sequences are unbounded 
(but, on the other hand, I can prove, by adapting the method of 
PETERSEN [13], that not all such sequences are bounded). 
There is also a more intricate proof of Theorem 3, which yields the 
additional information that 0 sums to zero a bounded sequence not 
summed by A (and also sums to zero an unbounded sequence not summed 
,by A). This would follow directly from Theorem 3 as given above when 
0 is not multiplicative-0, by the addition of a suitable convergent 
sequence to the sequence whose existence is established in Theorem 3, 
but this method would fail in case 0 is multiplicative-0, for 0 would then 
sum all convergent sequences to zero. 
Theorem 4. (i)· If 0 is conservative and reversible, but not of type 
M, then there exists a normal non-conservative method B, with II B/1 < oo, 
such that A= BO is conservative, but A fails to sum an (unbounded) 
sequence which is summed by G. We may ensure that rk(A)=r~c(O), r(A)=r(O). 
· (ii) There exists also a normal conservative method F such that 
r~:(FO)=r~c(O), r(FO)=r(O), 
and FO and 0 are equivalent, but not consistent. 
Corollary (HILL, [7]). Every coregular reversible method which is 
not of type M is strictly stronger than the identity method. 
00 
(i) Let z={z~} be any sequence such that 0< z jz,j<oo, and z0=0; 
i=O 
such a sequence eXists, since 0 is not of type M. Let G be any normal 
conservative method, and define 
b2n-l.i 7 U2tJ,""'i~i', b2n.i = Y2n.i+z,(i < 2"f'), b2n,i = Y~n.>(i;;;;:. 2n) 
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so that B is normal, and II Bll < oo. Also A= BO is conservative, for since 
z0=0, 
oo oo oo 2n-1 
~ I~ (b2,.,i-g2,.,i) ci.kl = ~ I ~ zici,kl 
k=O i=O k=O i=O 
00 00 
= ~ I ~ zici.kl 
k=O i=2n 
00 
~ 11011 ~ lz•l 
i=2n 
-+ 0 (n-+oo); 
but GO is cqnservative, and so r~c(BO) = r~c(GO), r(BO) = r(GO). In particular, 
if G is the identity, then r~c(BO)=r~c(O), r(BO)=r(O). 
Since B is not conservative, there exists a convergent sequence y such 
that By diverges, and we may solve the equation Ox=y, since 0 is revers-
ible. Thus Ox converges, but Ax=(BO)x=B(Ox)=By diverges. By 
Theorem 2, (i), x is unbounded, and so (i) is proved. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar. Define 
fn.i = A.zi (i < n), ln,n = 1, ln,i = 0 (i > n). 
where A. is a non-zero constant chosen so that 
00 
(3.8) IIF-111 = I.A.! ~ !z,! < l. 
i=O 
We prove as before that rk(FO)=r~c(O), r(FO)=r(O). Clearly (FO)x=F(Ox) 
whenever Ox is defined, but F is conservative, and so FO is not weaker 
than 0. But rk(F)=A.z"'o;"O for at least one k, and hence we can choose 
a sequence y converging to zero, whilst Fy converges to A.z~c. Thus if 
Ox=y, then 0 and FO sum x to 0, AZ~c respectively (x is unbounded, 
by the Mazur-Orlicz-Brudno consistency theorem). 
00 
By (3.8), and [4), (2.4,Il), F has a two-sided reciprocal F-1 = ~(I -F)n, 
n=O 
which is normal ([4), (2.1,1)) and conservative ([4), (4.6,Ill)); hence 
F-1{(FO)x}= {F-1(FO)}x=Ox whenever (FO)x is defined, and 0 is not 
weaker than FO. This completes the proof of (ii). 
The corollary follows from (i), since A is not weaker than the identity. 
Observe that if 0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, (i), it does not 
follow that we can construct by this theorem a weaker method A which 
is simultaneously reversible and not of type M. For example, ZELLER 
[20) has established the existence of a normal (and hence reversible) 
regular method 0 which sums a particular unbounded sequence x to any 
pre-assigned value, and which sums only sequences of the form A.x+y, 
where y is any convergent sequence, and A. any constant. Since there 
exist regular methods equivalent to 0 but inconsistent with 0, it follows 
from Theorem 10 that 0 is not of type M. A method A constructed as 
32 Series A 
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in Theorem 4, (i) will be normal, but if A is weaker than 0, then A is 
equivalent to the identity (and hence coregular), but by the corollary 
to Theorem 4, if A is also reversible, then A is of type M. 
Theorem 5. If 0 is coregular, and if A =BO=OE is conservative and 
of type M, with IIBII<=, and IIEII<=, then 0 is of type M, and B is 
conservative. 
00 
For if~ I lz,l < oo, and if zO = 0, then zA = z(OE) = (zO)E = 0, so that 
i=O 
z=O. Hence 0 is of type M, and by Theorem 1, B is conservative. 
The special case A=I, B=E was proved by WILANSKY and ZELLER 
([18], Theorem 3). 
4. We now establish general results concerning reversible methods. 
If y is any convergent sequence, we shall denote by y* the sequence all 
of whose elements are equal to lim y,., and by e* the sequence such that 
11-->00 
each element is equal to l. Similarly, if 0 is any matrix such that r~<(O) 
exists for each k, we denote by 0* the matrix whose (n, k}th element is 
r~<(O) for each n. 
Lemma. If 0 is a reversible matrix, then there exist matrices G, 
G=diag (g,.) such that whenever Ox=y is convergent, the inverse trans-
formation is given by 
and if X is any matrix such that each column of OX= Y converges, then 
X=GY+GY*. 
00 
Moreover, I lgn,~<l <=, OG=I, and if 0 is coregular or row-finite, then 
G=O. 
k=O 
By [2], 50, 
is given by 
if Ox=y is convergent, then the inverse transformation 
00 
X,.= g,. lim Yk +I gn,kYk> 
k-->00 k=O 
00 
where I lgn,~<l <=(but, by [9], the sequence {g .. } need not be bounded). 
k=O . 
Also OG=I ([16], Lemma 3), and G=O when 0 is coregular ([17], 
Theorem 7}, or row-finite ([16], Lemma 4). 
Theorem 6. Let 0 be a reversible method, and A an arbitrary method. 
Then Ax exists for each x such that Ox=y converges to zero if, and only if, 
(i) AG exists, 
oo m 
(ii} I I I a,.,,go,kl "( K(n). 
k=O i=O 
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If these conditions are satisfied, then 
(4.1) Ax=(AG)y 
for all y =Ox which converge to zero ; also 
00 00 
(4.2) l I l an.igi.kl < =, 
k=O i=O 
and if 0 is conservative for null sequences, then 
Ax exists for all x such that Cx=y converges if, and only if, (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied, together with 
00 
(iii) Au exists, where ui = fji + L gi~i; 
i=O 
condition (iii) is redundant if 0 is conservative, but not multiplicative-0 
If conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, then 
(4.3) Ax=(AG)y+Dy* 
whenever y=Cx is convergent, there D=diag (dn), 
00 00 00 00 
dn = L an,i {fii + L gi,k}- L L an.igi,k; 
i=O k=O k=Oi=O 
moreover, if each column of 0 converges, then 
(4.4) A=(AG)C+DC*. 
If 0 is coregular, then D=O. 
The columns of GG=I converge to zero, and hence condition (i) is 
necessary. We shall assume henceforth that (i) is satisfied. 
· Let n be fixed, and define a matrix B = (bm,~c) by 
bm,~c=an,Tc (k.c::;;,m), bm,~c=O (k>m). 
By the lemma, x=Gy whenever y=Cx converges to zero, and hence, 
since B is row-finite, Bx = B(Gy) = (BG)y for all such y. Now the nth 
row of Ax, namely 
oo m m oo 
L an,; X;= lim L bm,ixi = lim L bm,i L gi,kYk 
i-0 m-+oo i=O m-+oo i-0 k=O 
oo m 
= lim L Yk L bm.igi,k 
m--')-oo k==O i=O 
exists if, and only if (BG)y is convergent, and this is true for all y=Cx 
converging to zero if, and only if BG is conservative for null sequences 




(4.5) rJ.BG) = lim ! bm.>Yu = I a,.,,gu 
m~oo i-0 i=O 
exists for each k, by condition (i), and hence BG is conservative for null 
sequences if, and only if II BGII < oo, which is condition (ii). 
If conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then for any y converging to zero, 
and for any fixed n, 
oooo moo 
! ! a,.,,UuYk = lim ! ! a,.,,gi.kyk i-0 k-0 m .... oo i=O k=O 
oo m 
= lim ! Yk I a,.,,gu 




where we have defined B as before, and have applied (1.1) to BG. Thus 
by (4.5), 
00 00 00 00 
! I a,.,,gi.kyk = I Yk I a,.,,gi,k' 
i-0 k-0 k=O i=O 
or Ax=A(Gy)=(AG)y, which is (4.1) 1). 
Since (AG)y exists whenever y~c -+ 0, ( 4.2) follows (see, for example, 
00 
the proof of [4], (4.1,1))~ Similarly, if ! lan,~cl =oo, then we can find a 
k=O 
sequence x, with X1c-+ 0, such that Ax does not exist, and (1.1) shows 
that, by altering a particular element of x, if necessary, we may ensure 
that if 0 is conservative for null sequences, then Ox converges to zero. 
00 
Hence ! lan,lcl <oo. 
k=O 
Since matrix methods are linear, Ax exists for every convergent y=Ox 
if, and only if Ax exists for ally converging to zero, and for one particular 
y which converges to 1. But by the lemma, Ou=e* when u=Ge* +Ge* 
is defined as in condition (iii), which is therefore both necessary and 
sufficient. 
If 0 is ponservative, but not multiplicative-0, then 0 sums a convergent 
00 
sequence to 1; moreover I lan,lcl <oo, and hence condition (iii) is implied 
k-0 
by conditions (i) and (ii). 
Now if conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied, if Ox=y converges to 
1 ) This proof that A(Gy) = (AG)y is due to MAzuR [10], 602. 
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A., and if u is defined as in condition (iii), so that Ou=e*, then O(x -A.u) = 
=y-y* converges to zero, and so by (4.1), 
A(x-A.u)=(AG) (y-y*) 
= (AG)y- (AG)y*, 
the existence of (AG)y being ensured by that of (AG)y*, which follows 
from (4.2). 
By the lemma, ).u=Gy* +Gy*, and hence 
Ax= (AG)y- (AG)y* +A(Gy* +Gy*), 
which is (4.3) when Dis defined as in the enunciation. (4.4) then follows 
by applying ( 4.3) to the case in which x is any column of the unit matrix, 
and y the corresponding column of 0. 
Suppose now that 0 is coregular, so that, by the lemma, {}1 = 0 in 
00 
condition (iii). Let Ut= l,gi,t, 0-0*=H, so that H*=O. If OX=H, 
i-0 
then by the lemma, X =GH =1 -GO*, and thus by (4.1), A(I -GO*)= 
=(AG)H, or 
00 00 
(4.6) ~a.,,, { bi.k- rk(O) u,} = ~ bn,i hi,k, 
i=O i=O 
where B=AG, and where 
( 4.7) 
00 
~ c.,,i {bi,k-rk(O)ui} = hn,k· 
i=O 
If we sum either (4.6) or (4.7) with respect to k, we may reverse the 
order of summation, since 
00 00 00 Q;l 00 
~ a.,,i, ~ an,iui, ~ Cn,i, ~ cn,iui, and ~ rk(O) 
i=O i=O i=O i=O k=O 
converge, and since 
00 
IIHII < oo, ~ lbn.d < 00 • 
i-0 
Thus Av=Bw=(AG)w, Ov=w, where v=(l -GO*)e*, w=He*, so that 
w converges to r(H)=r(O-O*)=x(O)*O. But by (4.3), Av=(AG)w+Dw*, 
and hence D = 0. 
Theorem 7. Let 0 be a reversible method, and A an arbitrary method. 
Then Ax converges for each x such that Ox=y converges to zero if, and only if, 
(i) AG exists, and is conservative for null sequences, 
co m 
(ii) ~ I ~ an.igi.ki ~ K(n). 
k=O i=O 
Ax converges for each x such that Ox=y converges if, and only if, conditions 
(i) and (ii) are satisfied, together with 
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00 
(iii) A sums the sequence u, where ui = gi + 1 Yi.i, but condition (iii) 
i~O 
is redundant if A is conservative and if 0 is conservative, but not multi-
plicative-0. 
If 0 is coregular and of type M, and if A is conservative, then condition 
(i) may be replaced by 
(i)' AG exists, and IIAGII < =· 
The proof of the first assertion follows from Theorem 6 and (4.1}, for 
since 0 is reversible, y can be any sequence converging to zero. 
Also, Ax converges for every convergent y =Ox if, and only if Ax 
converges for all y which converge to zero, and for one particular y which 
converges to l. Thus, since Ou = e*, condition (iii) follows, and it is redun-
dant when A is conservative and 0 is conservative but not multiplicative-0, 
for 0 then sums a convergent sequence to 1. 
Finally, if 0 is coregular, then conditions (i)' and (ii) imply all the 
conditions of Theorem 6, and by (4.4), A= (AG)O, since D= 0. Thus, if 
0 is also of type M, and if A is conservative, then by Theorem 1, condition 
(i)' implies that AG is conservative, and hence (i)' is sufficient in place 
of (i). 
It is clear that condition (ii) can be omitted when A is row-finite. But 
if A is unrestricted, the problem of finding fairly general conditions on 
0 which would make (ii) redundant is more difficult. RussELL [14] has 
recently shown that if 0 is normal, and satisfies a certain "mean-value" 
condition, then (ii) is not required. This extra condition is satisfied by 
several well-known methods, notably by the Cesaro methods of order r, 
with O<r< l. 
It may be observed that condition (iii) is not redundant when A is 
conservative and 0 multiplicative-0, for ifO = diag (2-~>), A= diag ((- 2)_.'), 
then 0 is reversible and multiplicative-0, AG=diag (( -1)n) is conser-
vative for null sequences, and condition (ii) is trivially satisfied, but 
Au diverges when Un=2n, Ou=e*. 
We have proved that A= (AG)O when 0 is conservative, except, possibly, 
when 0 is conull but not multiplicative-0, since 0* = 0, when 0 is multi-
plicative, and D = 0 when 0 is coregular. The equation A= (AG)O holds 
also when A is row-finite. But there are conservative matrices A, 0 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7, with the property that DO* #- 0, 
and indeed DO* need not be even conservative for null sequences. An 
example is 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
t 1 0 0 0 -1 2 0 0 0 2 
0= ! i t 0 0 G= -1 -2 4 0 0 
! i l 1 0 -1 -2 -4 8 0 8 
! i l 1 I\ -1 --2 -4 -8 16 u 
- -
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-1 1 1_ t I\ 0 0 0 0 0 4 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 ! l a l -1 0 0 0 
A= 
1 0 0 0 0 
, AG= 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 l I i -! -1 0 0 H 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 I\ i -! -t -1 0 
·..J 
-o 0 0 0 
·l -1 l ! t l6 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
-t 0 0 1 ! ! 1_ I\ 8 
(AG)C = 1 0 0 0 DC*= 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -t -! 0 1 t ! l I\ 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
-t -! -l 1 t ! l I\ 
Here C is reversible, and A is conservative, and satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 7 (alternatively, we can easily prove directly that A is not 
weaker than C). But neither (AG)C nor DC* is conservative for null 
sequences. 
Theorem 8. Let A and C be reversible, with C coregular and of type 
M, and let H be the matrix of the transformation inverse to that of A. Then 
A and C are equivalent if, and only if, A is conservative, and the following 
conditions hold. 
oo m 
(i) ! I! a, .• ui.kl .,;;; K(n), 
k-o i=O 
oo m 
(ii) ! I! c,.ihi.kl < K1(n), 
k-0 i=O 
(iii) IIAGII < oo, (iv) IICJ:lll < oo, 
(v) (AG) (CH)=l. 
Corollary (WILANSKY, [15]). A reversible conservative method A is 
equivalent to the identity if, and only if, \\H\\ < oo. 
The matrix His such that AH =1, and x=Hy+Hy* whenever y=Ax 
is convergent (we shall see that A is coregular, so that i1 = 0). 
If A and C are equivalent, then by Theorem 7, conditions (i) to (iv) 
are necessary, and CH is conservative for null sequences. Condition (v) 
then follows from (4.3), with D=O, by taking x to be any column of H. 
Conversely, if the conditions are satisfied, then by Theorem 7, A is 
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not weaker than C, and by condition (iii), Theorem 1, and (4.4), with 
D = 0, AG is conservative. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6 are satisfied, 
with C, H in place of A, G, and hence Cz=(CH)t whenever Az=t con-
verges to zero. If A were multiplicative-0, then z could be any column of 
I, giving C = (CH)A, and consequently, by condition (iv) and (1.3), 
x(C) = 0, contrary to hypothesis. Thus A is not multiplicative-0, and 
Theorem 6 now gives C = (CH)A +FA*, where F is diagonal. Choosing 
a row sub-matrix C' of C so that C'H is conservative (and hence so is 
F'A*), we have 
x(F'A*)=O, x(C)=x(O')=x(C'H) x(A)#O, 
so that A is coregular, and by Theorem 6, F = 0. Since AG is conservative, 
we have I =CG= (CH) (AG), and this, together with conditions (iv) and 
(v), and Theorem 5, ensures that OH is conservative. It follows from 
Theorem 7 that Cis not weaker than A, and soC and A are equivalent. 
The corollary follows by putting C = G =I, when the conditions reduce 
to IIAII<oo, IIHII<oo, AH=I. 
Theorem 9. Suppose that C is r~versible and coregular, and that A 
is not weaker than C. Then A is consistent with C if, and only if, AG is 
regular. 
This follows at once from ( 4.3), with D = 0. 
In particular, it is necessary that r~c(A)=r~c(C), and r(A)=r(C). 
Theorem 10 (MACPHAIL, see [8], and the references given there). 
A reversible coregular method C is consistent with every method A which 
is not weaker than 0, and which satisfies r~c(A)=r~c(C), r(A)=r(O) if, and 
only if, C is of type M. 
The condition is necessary, by Theorem 4, (ii). 
For the converse, we have D=O in (4.4), so that by Theorem 1, AG is 
conservative; by (1.3), x(AG)=1, and by (1.1), 
CX) 
r~c(A) = x(AG) r~c(C) + .2 ri(AG) c,.k; 
i=O 
hence r,(AG) = 0, and AG is regular. Thus, by Theorem 9, A is consistent 
with c. 
Theorem 11. Let C be reversible and multiplicative-0. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) C is of type M, 
(ii) corresponding to every A which is multiplicative-0 and not weaker 
than 0 (or equivalent to C), there is a constant ,u=,u(A), independent of x, 
such that if C sums x to ex, then A sums x to ,ucx. 
Condition (ii) (in its weaker form) implies condition (i), for if C is 
multiplicative-0 and reversible, but not of type M, then by Theorem 4, 
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(ii), we may construct FO equivalent to 0 and multiplicative-0, and a 
sequence x such that Ox converges to zero, but (FO)x does not converge 
to zero. 
Conversely, by (4.4), with 0*=0, we have A=(AG)O, and so by (l.l), 
00 
and since rk(A)=rk(O)=O, it follows that 2 rt(AG)c;,k=O. If 0 is of type 
i~O 
M, then r,(AG)=O, and consequently if Ox=y converges to 0, then 
Ax= (AG)y converges to 0. 
00 
Let Au converge to fl, where u, = {j; + 2 {Ji,J. so that Ou com verges to l. 
i=O 
If Ox converges to .x, then O(x-.xu) converges to 0, and therefore so does 
A(x- .xu), so that Ax converges to fl<X. Thus (i) implies (ii). 
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